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The
Challenge
In today’s world, organisations are expected to offer
services to their clients in a digital, user-friendly
and seamless manner. Through traditional software
methodologies, it is hard for such organisations to
revamp their business models and daily operations
to a manner that is appropriate for today’s digital age.
The agile organisations of the future need to rethink
the way they approach software in order to find the
right balance between innovation, continuity and
providing a great customer experience.
Wyzer Work enables organisations to seamlessly
transition into the digital world by providing a
suite of tools with which such organisations can
interact effectively with their customers, manage
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Our
Solution

We have seen that companies all over the world are
struggling to take the next step in digital transformation
into the world of intelligent automation. Despite the
scientific advancements made in the field of Artificial
Intelligence, very few companies are actually able to
supply such technology in a manner that benefits their
day to day operations. Wyzer aims to bridge that gap.
Our mission is to enable organisations to seamlessly
digitise their business processes and automate the
mundane tasks that take up valuable time from their
employees.

Missing Opportunities

Lack of Communication

internal processes and collaborate in the digital world.

Wyzer is an EU based Artificial Intelligence company.
We built Wyzer Work where we adopt a low code
approach that aims to empower every employee
within an organisation to become a citizen developer
by effortlessly building intelligent digital operations
without needing specific technical knowledge. We
utilise AI and predictive models to add efficiency
into any company processes.

Inability to adapt quickly

WORK
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Visual Workflow
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Drag & Drop functionality
Low - code

Reduce Process times
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Agile

Improve Customer Experience
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Benefits
Low Code Approach
Wyzer Work allows for the development and continuous adaptation of enterprise software systems
without requiring software developers to get involved. This allows organisations to turn time-consuming
manual steps into automated, efficient workflows.

Corporate Productivity
Wyzer Work ensures that employees have the time to focus on what matters
most by reducing the workload of manual tasks and replacing it with
intelligent automation.
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Employee Empowerment
Wyzer Work empowers every employee to become a citizen
developer who can contribute towards providing the best possible
customer experience in the digital world.

Enterprise Agility
Enterprise systems are traditionally very hard to make changes to.
This generally means that traditional enterprises are not able to
experiment rapidly and quickly fix bottlenecks in their processes.
By allowing citizen developers to make changes to enterprise
systems themselves in a visual manner, Wyzer Work enables
organisations to become Agile and to gain the ability to quickly
experiment and adapt to change.

Process Efficiency
Wyzer Work allows organisations to rapidly identify bottlenecks within
processes and actively suggests improvements that may be made in orderto
improve efficiency.

Team Mobility
Wyzer Work allows organisations to offer the top quality services and experiences to their customers, no
matter where their customers or employees are based. Customers and employees are always connected
- all they need is a browser and an internet connection.
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Features
Easy Modelling of Processes
Wyzer Work empowers business users to design and roll out their processes and forms quickly
with little to no coding. It does this by providing a visual drag-and-drop process builder with
which users can create and modify business processes as easily as they would create or modify a
flowchart.
Drag and Drop Form Builder
Organisations regularly need to gather data from their clients. The nature of the required data
may need to change periodically or on a case-by-case basis. Wyzer Work allows citizen developers
to build their own forms and user interfaces that are capable of collecting a variety of different
types of data.
Document Generation
Many client interactions end up being summarised in the form of standard documents. Wyzer
Work allows for the generation of PDF documents in a seamless manner this allows for documents
to be generated at runtime according to the context of the business process in which they were
created.
Digital Signatures
It is common for organisations to require clients to sign particular documents and agreements.
Wyzer Work uses standard algorithms in order to enable legally-binding and compliant electronic
signatures. Wyzer Work can cater for Simple, Advanced and Qualified electronic signatures according to the nature of the document being signed.
Data and Document Management
All data and documents produced by Wyzer Work are stored in an easy to access system-wide
repository. Data is presented in real-time dashboards and is searchable.
Roles, Permissions and Access Management
Wyzer Work integrates with various authentication providers in order to enable single-sign-on
across all software products within an organisation. It also allows for a very granular definition of
roles and permissions ensuring that confidential data is protected and may only be accessed by
authorised personnel.
Analytics
Wyzer Work offers real-time intelligent monitoring of business processes and KPI measuring
which can be exported as reports.
Connectors and Extensions
Wyzer Work allows organisations to extract additional value out of their business systems by
integrating them into business processes.
On-Premises or Cloud Deployment
Wyzer Work may be deployed on-premise or fully on the cloud in a Software-as-a-Service manner.
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Who is Wyzer?
Wyzer is an EU-based technology Company.
Our team is made up of technology-oriented
problem solvers that offer products and services
to enterprises to ensure that they flourish in
the digital world. Our goal is to change the way
people work to become more digitalised.
To achieve this goal, we plan to assist other
companies to automate their processes to help
them become more efficient through the use of
technology. This, in turn, will guarantee that our
clients will offer better customer experiences.
www.wyzer.ai
ak@wyzer.ai

